Abstract-Commercially available sag-tension programs give good results for most practical applications. However, they have some limitations concerning gap-type conductors. A separate aluminum and core creep calculation is needed due to the special structure of gap-type conductors. For the same reason, different core and aluminum lengths have to be considered. In order to take the creep during the installation process into account, flexibility for the consideration of several stages is needed. A method that considers all of these characteristics has been developed and implemented in a comprehensive, versatile, and flexible sag-tension software tool, called Strain Tension in Overhead Conductors. The program has been designed for the analysis of gap-type conductors. However, the method is a general method that can be used for any type of conductor, especially when flexibility for the calculation of several creep conditions is needed.
I. INTRODUCTION
S AG-TENSION calculation plays an important role in overhead line design. On one hand, the tension of the conductor has to be high enough so that security distance to ground is maintained. On the other hand, wind, ice, and everyday vibration conditions have to be considered so that the tension value is always below a certain security value. In addition, sag increase due to conductor creep has to be taken into account so that the aforementioned conditions are fulfilled during the line lifetime.
The final objective for engineers is to have a sagging table for the conductor installation. The sagging table is obtained by taking into account the load and sag constraints. Engineers have good tools for correct sag-tension calculation. The graphical method [1] , developed in 1926, is widely used and gives a good level of accuracy. In a real installation, there are several uncertainties that affect the result and limit the accuracy needed in the calculation. For this reason, there are some methods that simplify the calculations. For example, the numerical sag-tension calculation method [2] - [4] does not model the creep effect but it represents it by a fixed temperature difference.
However, in certain cases, an accurate calculation makes sense. This is the case when the uprating of an existing line is made by reconductoring with low sag conductors. In this case, it is important to know the ampacity increase so that the economical investment can be justified.
Low sag conductors are based on the conductor behavior above the knee-point temperature, where the aluminum is slack and only the core is under tension. This occurs due to the higher thermal expansion coefficient of the aluminum. Hence, above knee-point temperature, the behavior of the conductor is based on the expansion coefficient of the core, which is lower than the expansion coefficient of the conductor. For this reason, the sag increase with temperature is lower above the knee-point temperature (Fig. 1) .
In the case of gap-type conductors [5] - [7] , the existing methods and software tools are not flexible enough. The structure ( Fig. 2) and the installation process of gap-type conductors are special and they require a suitable calculation method. As was stated before, when a gap conductor is installed, the aluminum is slack and only the steel is under tension. Hence, a new method has been developed in order to overcome these drawbacks.
II. ASPECTS TO CONSIDER IN SAG-TENSION CALCULATION
Sag-tension calculation is based on finding the tension and the length values that satisfy span geometry and conductor behavior.
The conductor shape depends on weight and tension. The weight, in addition to the conductor weight, includes the effect of external loads due to wind or ice. Giving the horizontal length of the span and the height difference between connection points for certain load conditions, the conductor shape and, hence, its length and sag depend on tension value (Fig. 3) .
Giving the conductor length for certain temperature and tension, it changes as a function of temperature and tension. In addition, the conductor experiences a permanent elongation due to creep. The creep effect is cumulative and depends on time, temperature, and tension values. Besides, these length variations depend on conductor characteristics, such as material types, area of each material, coefficient of thermal expansion, elastic modulus, etc. (Fig. 4) . There are infinite combinations for length and tension due to geometry. Their relation is determined by load. The higher the tension is, the lower the conductor length is [ Fig.  5(a) ]. In a similar way, there are infinite combinations for length and tension due to conductor behavior. Their relation is determined by temperature and creep. In this case, the higher the tension is, the higher the conductor length is [ Fig. 5(b) ]. Taking geometry and conductor constraints into account, there is only one combination that satisfies both constraints [ Fig. 5(c) ]. The objective of sag-tension calculation methods is to find out these tension and length values. Once these values are obtained, the sag is obtained from the geometry constraint.
The solution changes if any of the two curves changes. This occurs when load, temperature, or creep change their value. The first step for sag-tension calculation is the definition of a reference condition. A reference tension value is defined for some reference load, temperature, and creep values. From these values, the reference length can be calculated. Then, load, temperature, or creep changes with respect to the reference condition are considered to carry out the sag-tension calculation. The solution is obtained by iterative procedures.
It is important to take the limitation of the sag-tension calculation methods into account due to several uncertainties that affect the result. This issue is well addressed in [8] . Uncertainties related to conductor weight, end of span effects, and flexibility of structures yield a sag calculation error of 1%-2%. Conductor weight usually exceeds the nominal value up to 0.6% and this value can be increased during the conductor lifetime due to tarnishing effects or pollution. The modulus of elasticity is considered constant but actually it is a function of temperature. Similarly, the coefficient of thermal expansion, considered constant, is a function of the stress and the modulus of elasticity. Generally, these variations do not greatly affect the sag value. In case the conductor is at high temperature, other error sources are the radial thermal gradient of the conductor, the multiple span effects, or the effect of manufacturing temperature.
III. SAG-TENSION CALCULATION METHODS
The graphic sag-tension calculation method [1] , based on core and aluminum experimental curves, considers a detailed model of the conductor behavior. The strain summation method [9] also considers a detailed model of the conductor but it implements a different algorithm. Some methods, such as the numerical method [2] - [4] , consider a simplified model for the conductor. These methods are described in this section in order to compare the differences between the new STOC method and the existing methods.
A. Numerical Method
This method considers aluminum and core support tension, so it models the conductor as a whole. It calculates the conductor tension but it is not able to give the aluminum and core tension separately. Linear elastic behavior of the conductor is considered. The stress-strain relation is established by means of final elastic modulus. The conductor elastic modulus is obtained from core and aluminum elastic modulus and their respective areas and (1). Conductor the thermal expansion coefficient is obtained from the core and aluminum thermal expansion coefficients as well as elastic modulus and areas (2) (1) (2) A reference condition must be defined and the rest of conditions are derived from it. Any condition can be defined as the reference condition. Reference length is obtained from span geometry and reference condition values (Fig. 6) .
The conditions can correspond to the initial state or to the final or creep state. Creep is represented by a temperature increase of the conductor . This temperature is added to conductor real temperature to represent the elongation due to creep. This value is chosen based on calculations or utility field experience. For example, Spanish utilities consider 15 for the creep in ACSR conductors.
Sag-tension calculation for other conditions different from the reference condition is carried out by an iterative process (Fig. 7) . Conductor tension value is iterated until the difference between the length related to span geometry and the length related to conductor behavior is below a threshold value (0.00001% of span length).
Since it does not calculate aluminum tension, this method is not able to model aluminum slack above knee-point temperature. For ACSR conductors, this effect is not important. How- ever, for other low-sag conductors, such as gap-type conductors ( Fig. 2) , this effect is crucial.
B. Graphical Method
The graphical sag-tension calculation method was developed in the 1920s by Alcoa [1] . Conductor behavior is characterized by experimental stress-strain curves. In the case of composite conductors, both core and aluminum curves are obtained. The method is implemented in commercial software programs, such as Alcoa SAG10 and PLS-CADD. In order to represent the curves with the computer, these curves are given by equations that relate the virtual stress and the strain (3)- (5). Initial curves represent the conductor after one-hour creep. They are given by fourth-order polynomials (3). Creep curves are represented in a similar way (4). These curves represent the conductor after ten years creep. Final curves represent the conductor after the final creep. The final behavior is linear. The virtual stress and the strain are related by the final virtual elastic modulus (5) . These curves are associated with the temperature at which the tests have been carried out
Thermal expansion is considered by a displacement of the curves in the strain axis . This displacement is a function of core and aluminum thermal expansion coefficients. At a certain temperature , the displacement for the aluminum and core curves is given by (6) and (7), respectively
Reference length is related to the conductor without tension at the stress-strain curves realization temperature . It represents the conductor length before stringing and having any creep. It is obtained from span geometry, initial curves, and an initial condition, such as the installation condition (load, tension, temperature), as shown in Fig. 8 .
The calculation is carried out by means of an iterative process (Fig. 9) . A value of conductor length is considered and, taking into account the reference length , the strain is obtained. The stress-strain curves give the stress value , and the conductor tension is calculated. With this value of , the catenary length is obtained and compared with the considered conductor length . Finally, conductor length is iterated until the difference is below a threshold value (0.00001% of span length).
The reference condition for final conditions is different because it is obtained by taking the final creep into account. There are two options for final creep. The first option is to consider a continuous creep at a certain temperature, usually around 15
, during a certain period of time, usually ten years [ Fig. 10(a) ]. In this case, the final reference condition is obtained by using creep curves in the iterative process. The second option is to consider an initial 1-h creep associated with a maximum tension condition due to high load values [ Fig. 10(b) ]. In this case, the final reference condition matches the initial load condition. PLS-CADD shows both options in the final result whereas SAG10 chooses the option that gives a higher final sag.
Recently, an alternative algorithm process for the calculation of final conditions has been proposed [4] . A parallel calculation of tension is carried out and the correct result is chosen between the two results obtained (Fig. 11) . In one calculation process, the conductor is modeled as a whole by the elastic modulus (1) and the thermal expansion coefficient (2) . In the other calculation process, it is assumed that the aluminum is slack and that only the core is in tension. In this case, the conductor is modeled by the core elastic modulus and the core thermal expansion coefficient . The result that gives a higher tension and lower sag is chosen. The algorithm is different but the fundamentals are the same as in the graphical method. In order to simplify the calculation of tension due to geometry , the authors use a parabolic model. . Iterative process proposed in [7] for the linear calculation of final conditions.
C. Strain Summation Method
This method [9] was proposed at the beginning of the 1980s as an alternative to the graphical method. The objective of this method is to give flexibility for the consideration of creep conditions. The method is characterized for having the conductor strain as the dependent variable. The strain can be caused by tension , temperature , and creep . The creep is the result of the addition of metallurgic creep and geometrical settlement . Each strain is evaluated individually and they are added to obtain the total strain. This process is carried out for the aluminum and the core separately
The iterative process is shown in Fig. 12 . Since the strain is defined as a dependent variable, the core and aluminum tensions are unknown. In order to have only one unknown variable for the iteration, the aluminum tension is obtained as the difference between the conductor tension obtained from the geometry constraint and the core tension that is the independent variable of the iteration.
The authors developed a theory with respect to the transition process where the aluminum gets slack. They determined that before the aluminum gets slack, it experiences a compression that is around 10 and 15 MPa for most conductors [10] . Hence, due to this effect, the knee-point temperature where the aluminum gets slack is increased. Currently, the graphical method implemented in SAG10 and PLS-CADD also considers this effect.
IV. STOC, A FLEXIBLE GAP-TYPE OVERHEAD CONDUCTOR STRAIN-TENSION CALCULATOR

A. Requirements and Main Characteristics
A sag-tension calculation method suitable for gap-type conductors is required. The requirements for the sag-tension calculation are as follows.
• Independent core and aluminum creep calculation. In the case of ACSR conductors, it is usual to test and calculate the creep for the whole conductor. Although steel and aluminum have different behavior, for a certain type of conductor, with a certain steel and aluminum area, conductor creep can be predicted from conductor test results. For a given conductor tension, the steel and aluminum initial tension distribution and the change of the tension distribution pattern with time is the same for all ACSR conductors of a certain type. The case of gap-type conductors is different. For a certain type of gap-type conductor, with a certain steel and aluminum area, for a given conductor tension, the steel and aluminum relative tension distribution depends on the installation tension, which is applied only to the core. For this reason, the conductor creep test is not enough for gap-type conductors and a separate consideration of core and aluminum creep has to be carried out.
• Different core and aluminum total strains. When a gap conductor is installed, core and aluminum have the same length but only the steel is under tension. Hence, without tension, the steel length is lower than the aluminum length. The relative length between the steel and the aluminum, when they are without tension, depend on the span length and the installation tension applied to the core. Hence, although aluminum and core have the same length, their total strain values are different. This only occurs in gap-type conductors.
• Calculation of creep for the installation process. The installation process is special and comprises several steps. For a few minutes, around 70% of sagging tension is applied only to the aluminum. In the final installation step, the whole sagging tension is applied only to the steel for a few hours, between 2 and 24 h depending on the span. A correct creep evaluation is desirable as the creep developed during the installation process will reduce the final creep. This is because elongation due to creep develops more rapidly at the first moments and its rate decreases with time. Hence, it is said that creep that occurs during installation is removed from the final creep. In order to fulfill these requirements, a new sag-tension calculation method has been developed. This method has been implemented in a software tool, called STOC. The main characteristics of the method are as follows.
• The creep calculation procedure based in the CIGRE proposal [11] is used. The strain due to creep is calculated for core and aluminum.
• There is only one reference condition for the calculation.
This reference condition is the conductor without tension and no creep at the manufacturing temperature.
• Different reference lengths for core and aluminum are considered. In order to take the aluminum and core strain differences into account, there are two options. One option is to calculate the actual lengths at no tension and take them as the reference lengths for core and aluminum. In this case, the total strain values for core and aluminum are different. Another option is to consider the same reference length for core and aluminum. In this case, since the total strain has to be the same for core and aluminum, a constant fictitious strain that considers the relative length difference has to be added to the aluminum. The first option has been chosen because it is more realistic.
• A sag-tension calculation method based on the strain summation method is used. The algorithm has been adapted though. This method is appropriate for the aforementioned creep calculation method. Furthermore, it allows the analysis of several creep stages and the consideration of different reference lengths for core and aluminum as required. • Aluminum compression can be considered if required. The calculation algorithm takes the compression before the aluminum gets slack into account. Fig. 13 shows a schematic diagram of STOC. All conditions are calculated from the reference condition. The first stage corresponds to the installation process where all of the installation steps are considered. Then, several creep stages can be considered. Creep is calculated sequentially, and temperature and load variation are considered inside every creep stage. The strain due to creep is cumulative and depends on the previous creep stages.
B. Reference Lengths
The reference lengths corresponding to the reference condition without tension and no creep are obtained from a condition where all strain values are known for core and aluminum. This condition is the installation condition, where temperature and tension are known and creep strain can be estimated from the installation process. Independent core and aluminum reference lengths are considered (Fig. 14) .
If the method was applied to conventional conductors, such as ACSR conductors, the reference lengths for core and aluminum would have the same value.
C. Mechanical Behavior
Elastic linear mechanical behavior is assumed. The relation between tension and strain is determined by the final elastic modulus of aluminum and core (10) (11)
D. Thermal Behavior
Strain due to thermal expansion is characterized by the coefficient of thermal expansion of the aluminum and core (6) and (7). The reference temperature corresponds to the manufacturing temperature because it is the temperature at which if the core and aluminum had freedom of movement, they would have the same length. At any other temperature, the lengths are not the same and internal stresses appear in conductors, such as ACSR. If the manufacturing temperature is unknown, a value of 15 is chosen since the manufacturing temperature is expected to be around this value.
E. Creep
Aluminum and core creep are calculated independently. In both cases, total creep is calculated as the addition of the metallurgical creep and the strain due to the geometrical settlement (12) . The strain due to the geometrical settlement is supposed to be independent of time. It is only dependent on the conductor construction and the maximum tension experienced by the conductor. The metallurgical creep depends on stress , temperature , and time . The higher these values are, the higher the metallurgical creep is. As given in [11] , the metallurgical creep in conductor wires follows the law given in (13) , where , , , and are constant coefficients. These coefficients are derived from experimental tests. For constant temperature and stress values, metallurgical creep is a function of time (14), where is a constant value that is function of stress and temperature (13 The metallurgical creep rate depends on time as is shown in (13)-(15) . The creep rate is highest at the beginning and it decreases with time. However, when the stress and temperature conditions change, the creep rate changes and it has been shown that its value is not dependent on the total time that the conductor has been under stress but on the total strain developed. An equivalent value of time has to be calculated. This equivalent value represents the period of time in which the total strain developed by metallurgic creep would have been developed with the new conditions. If the new conditions are higher than the previous ones, the equivalent time decreases. If the new conditions are lower than the previous ones, the equivalent time increases. If the equivalent time is higher than the total time that the wires have been under stress, the wires do not develop any strain until the total time under stress gets higher than the equivalent time.
In order to make the calculation of creep, the time is divided in several periods where stress and temperature values are considered to be constant. If the period of time is long, the stress decreases as the creep strain increases. In this case, the period of time is divided in short subperiods in which the change in stress and creep strain is small enough. In [11] , subperiods in which there is a change in strain are around 20 m/m are considered. The first step is the calculation of the equivalent time associated with the temperature and the stress of the period or subperiod (16). The temperature value is known and the stress has to be calculated as a function of span characteristics, load, temperature, and creep developed so far. In STOC, the stress is calculated by using the algorithm that is described (Fig. 15) (16) The second step is the calculation of the metallurgical creep developed in the period or subperiod (17). At the end of the period or subperiod, the metallurgical creep will be . This creep is the initial creep for the following period or sub-period:
In order to test the metallurgic creep and geometrical settlement of core and aluminum, a standard procedure has to be followed [11] - [13] .
F. Calculation Algorithm
The calculation algorithm is shown in Fig. 15 . The strain summation method algorithm has been adapted so that conductor behavior is analyzed independently from span geometry. The aluminum tension is calculated directly as a function of the length of the core that is equal to the aluminum length . Adding core and aluminum tensions, the total conductor tension is obtained. From this tension, the length due to span geometry is calculated and is compared with the conductor length . Core tension is iterated until the difference is below a threshold value (0.00001% of span length).
The process for the calculation of aluminum tension is shown in [(18)- (20)]. The first step is the calculation of the aluminum total strain (18). Then, the strain due to temperature and creep is subtracted and strain due to tension is obtained (19). The final step is the calculation of aluminum tension (20) If the aluminum is slack because the temperature goes beyond the knee-point temperature, the calculated strain due to tension will be negative. In this case, the calculated aluminum tension will also be negative. However, aluminum tension does not go below its minimum value. This minimum value is zero or a negative value if compression is considered. This is taken into account in the algorithm when aluminum tension is evaluated.
G. Application Example
A test has been carried out in order to characterize the temperature behavior of a GTACSR 265 conductor. Conductor data are shown in Table I . The conductor weight is 1.094 kg/m.
The test span length is 105 m. The conductor temperature has been measured by a thermocouple installed in the center of the span. Sag has been measured by a displacement meter situated below the span. Conductor tension, ambient temperature, solar radiation, and wind velocity and direction have also been measured. During the test, the ambient temperature value has been 26 , the solar radiation has changed between 500 W/m and 800 W/m and the wind velocity is between 0.2 m/s and 4.4 m/s. The conductor temperature has been raised, increasing the current value up to 1012 A.
The test has been emulated by STOC and the obtained results have been compared with the measured ones in the test line. The first step in the STOC calculation process is the determination of the strain related to the installation condition and the reference lengths. The conductor has been installed with a tension value of 13161 N at a temperature of 32.5 . The strain related to temperature is obtained by taking the temperature difference between the installation temperature into account , 32.5
, and the reference temperature, 15 . The strain related to tension is zero for the aluminum since it is slack when the installation has been completed. For the steel, the whole conductor tension, 13161 N, is considered. Finally, the strain due to creep is calculated. During the installation, the aluminum has been under 70% installation tension for a few minutes, and the steel has been suspended during 1 h under the final installation tension so that aluminum gets relaxed. In order to calculate the creep strain, published stress-strain curves of the conductor have been used [14] . These curves represent 1-h creep performance of steel and aluminum. Once the total strain is obtained, the reference lengths can be calculated. The conductor length at the installation condition is 105.03 m. The obtained results are shown in Table II in Fig. 16 . Close agreement is achieved between test and STOC results. The calculation has been also carried out by using the graphical and numerical methods in order to compare the results obtained from these widely used methods. The reference condition is the initial temperature and the corresponding tension value. The results show that the sag values given by the numerical method that models the conductor as a whole are higher than the measured ones. This is because this method is unable to model the transition process where the aluminum gets slack. In contrast, the graphical method gives identical results as the STOC method. This is because in the example, the graphical and the STOC method have the same reference value and both make the same linear calculation. In both cases, the aluminum is slack. Creep has not influenced the results of the example since the test has been carried out just after the installation has been completed. The real advantage of the STOC method is achieved when evaluating long-term creep as a function of previous creep stages. In this case, there is a difference between the graphical and the STOC methods.
H. STOC Versus the Graphical Method
As was mentioned in the application example, the main difference between the STOC and the graphical method is related to the evaluation of long-term creep.
In order to quantify the difference, a case of a line span including long-term creep has been calculated. The span length is 350 m and the conductor is the GTACSR 265. The installation tension is 16111 N (15% RTS) and it has been carried out at 15
. The initial sag is 10.20 m. The aluminum is slack. In order to compare the methods, metallurgical creep is evaluated by following the graphical method, that is to say, considering 10 years at a constant temperature of 15
. The maximum tension conditions evaluated are those established in the Spanish regulation .   TABLE III  TENSION AND SAG IN THE MAXIMUM TENSION CONDITION   TABLE IV  TENSION AND SAG IN THE MAXIMUM SAG CONDITIONS Since it takes the different installation stages and their duration into account , the creep related to the installation is higher in the STOC method. Hence, the removed metallurgical creep is higher and this decreases the final creep. However, the results show that the effect of removing more steel metallurgical creep is negligible. This is because the steel creep is low.
In the maximum tension condition, the aluminum tension is higher if the installation geometrical settlement has been previously removed. Therefore, the steel tension is lower, decreasing the related steel geometrical settlement value. In Table III , the tension and sag calculated for the maximum tension condition in Spanish lines above 1000 m above sea level is shown. This condition considers an ice load at 20 .
The results show that the effect of the decrease in the steel geometrical settlement value is low if the aluminum is slack. However, the effect of the creep removed from the aluminum is significant if the aluminum is under tension. This is the case when sag is limited by ice or wind load. For example, the Spanish regulation establishes three conditions that have to be evaluated to determinate the maximum sag value. One condition is related to high temperatures without wind. The second condition considers wind at 15 . The third condition considers ice at 0 . When the wind and ice conditions are evaluated, a lower sag is obtained with the STOC method. This is because the aluminum tension is higher due to the removed geometrical settlement. In the calculated case, the difference in sag is 37 cm in the wind condition and 33 cm in the ice condition (Table IV) .
Whereas the graphical method analyzes the considered creep stages independently and chooses the worst case, STOC takes into account all of them and evaluates the creep as a function of previous creep stages. Hence, a higher final creep value is expected in the STOC method. The results confirm the expected behavior. The results show that the sag increase considering metallurgical creep and geometrical settlement are similar or higher than the addition of sag increases obtained considering them independently. Hence, this is an important advantage of the STOC method. However, since steel creep is not high, the absolute difference is not high either. In the analyzed case, the difference in sag is 8 cm (Table V) .
V. CONCLUSION
A sag-tension calculation method that is suitable for gap-type conductors has been developed. The method is based on strain summation and separate consideration of core and aluminum creep. One of the main advantages of the method is the flexibility for the consideration of several creep stages and the ability to take the influence of previous creep stages into account. Another advantage is the versatility, as it can be adapted to any type of conductor. The method has been implemented in a software tool, called STOC.
The STOC method has been compared with the widely used numerical and graphical methods. The numerical method that models the conductor as a whole has a considerable high-temperature error because this method is not able to model the transition process where the aluminum gets slack.
In contrast, the results obtained by the graphical method and the STOC method are similar. Only with ice or wind load cases, is there an appreciable difference between both methods. And even in this case, it is not an important difference taking into account other uncertainties related to the conductor installation.
Finally, it has to be emphasized that although graphical and STOC method results are similar, the STOC method has several advantages that can be useful in many cases. Especially, the main advantage is that it allows detailed modeling of conductor installation and other situations that can occur during line lifetime due to the ability to take the influence of previous creep stages into account.
